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May 07, 2022 

Dear Client: 

 

As we work our way through Q1 earnings, it is clear that inflation has not only begun to take a bite out of 

consumer purchasing power, but also measures of corporate profitability. While inflations’ impact on 

discretionary consumer spending -- especially in home improvement -- is well understood, staples companies -- 

i.e., things people need versus what they want -- has generally been better insulated due to few substitution 

options. This is especially so in our local supermarkets, where shelves are overwhelmingly stocked by a very 

small handful of multinationals. And brand loyalty is sticky.  

 

Since the earliest days of the pandemic, we have watched as these consumer brand heavy-weights steadily raise 

prices, knowing that stuck-at-home consumer’s would pay up for their preferred household products. And they 

have been successful because consumers have been told to expect higher prices that reflect the increasing costs 

to supply disruptions, transportation, and labor. As one might imagine, the strategy has been highly effective as 

profits, margins, share price, and market share grow even more dominant.  

 

Consumers have thus far proven willing to pay higher prices, but the parabolic rise in the price of gasoline and 

other staple commodities have put food companies in a precarious position as they protect margins that meet 

investor expectations without driving customers away. From the available data however, it appears that we are 

approaching that inflection point, and consumers appear to be drawing a line in the grocery aisle. According to 

industry data from IBISWorld and IRI Research, as measured by volume, consumers have begun to cut costs 

on mainstays from cleaning products to fresh foods and pantry essentials. The amalgamated comments from 

industry participants are that shoppers are buying staple food stuff in smaller quantities, and more rigorously 

hunting for deals. And they uniformly point to the cheaper, private-label brands as seeing a huge surge. 

 

Grocery and food industry executives have joined the large manufacturers and consumer products makers in 

reporting that people are becoming less willing to absorb price increases as purchasing power is squeezed. This 

is confirmed by shopper surveys which find that inflation has touched Americans across income levels, with 

one survey reporting that 72% have switched to cheaper alternatives when it comes to food and household 

staples; and another reporting that 40% are delaying purchases of big-ticket items such as travel, furniture, and 

electronics. Few companies have raised sales targets, while most have stuck to, or lowered, their forecasts. 

 

For nearly two years we have listened in on corporate earnings calls where executives detailed their strategies 

to use inflation as a cover to maximize price hikes that boost profits, knowing their strategies would sustain so 

long as prices didn’t weigh on demand. But all good things must come to an end and, for those companies that 

only upped their prices without additional investments in margin-enhancing productivity, price increases are no 

longer able to outweigh rising costs, stressing profit margins and share price. As we noted in our most recent 

quarterly letter, those that just raise prices will find themselves in a pinch when they outprice their customers, 

while those who have remained focused on investment will continue to take share and grow. As evidenced by 

the handful of staples companies in your portfolio that have provided relative and absolute strength, it would 

appear that we have arrived at that moment. Afterall, if Amazon, arguably the most convenient, best logistics-

run e-commerce retailer is feeling the squeeze, other less optimally run retailers must surely be treading water. 

 

 

Regards, 

 
Adam S. Abelson 

Chief Investment Officer 

U.S. Large Cap Equity Strategy 
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